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The IFA Special Edition 2020 in Berlin is the world's first global in person tech fair after the 

lockdown - this alone guarantees the greatest attention from the industry and the media: 

there is nothing comparable until the end of the year (CES Las Vegas has also been 

cancelled). A pure B2B event with special events is planned, which will take place in Berlin 

from Thursday, September 3rd to Saturday, September 5th, 2020 in compliance with the 

current health guidelines. 

At this trade fair, the IFA Global Press Conference (2.5 days in Hall 1) with numerous 

journalists - who also have permanent access to our areas - already ensures a lot of media 

presence at a significantly reduced event - which makes the few take the spotlight all the 

more ... 

Otherwise, the entire IFA with the areas IFA Business, Retail & Meeting Lounges, IFA NEXT 

meets Shift Mobility - and also with our SmartHome Reseller Park and our Sustainability 

SmartHome Conference are all completely housed in the CityCube in order to save long 

distances and to be able to use all contact synergies. 

In advance for orientation: 

You can find the map of the exhibition grounds here 

CityCube - all levels (green markings mark our exhibition stand and conference room 

location) 

Directions between our exhibition stands and conference room levels 1-3 

CityCube section of the hall for conference rooms Level 03 - see R 03 at the right above  

Detailed plan of the CityCube conference area 

Note the green markings and visitor lines here: 

CityCube GF main entrance 

Reseller Park / SmartHome / SmartBuilding 

(2 green marked areas): 

Stand plan IFA 2020 

And our beautiful 64m² conference room (with all technical connections) can be reached 

effortlessly via the escalators located directly in front of our stand, which take you 2 floors 

higher to the conference room level 03, which is also where the conference room No. 3 is 

located (see CityCube plans). 

After many preliminary discussions regarding the preparation of the conference and finding 

suitable rooms, we only started selling the exhibition stands and developing the workshops a 

few days ago. Since there are not many stands and we have held preliminary talks with most 

https://b2b.ifa-berlin.com/media/ifab2b/ifab2b_images/ifab2b_images_dieifa/Exhibition_Grounds_IFA_18.jpg
https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Nachhaltigkeit/Plan_CCB_exhibitionsforfuture.pdf
https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Standplaene/Ebene3.pdf
https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Standplaene/Hallenplan.png
https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Standplaene/ResellerPark_IFA2020.pdf
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of the potential exhibitors, we are relatively certain that they will be occupied by 

professionally qualified exhibitors (SmartHome / Building / Digitization) in the short term. 

I am very pleased that the German press spokeswoman for Fridays For Future, Clara Mayer, 

has agreed to attend and appear at our climate sustainability conference and will also share a 

Sharepic in her FFF community. She will open our conference with her keynote and will 

certainly set the course for sustainable business and action in the tech areas as well. Possibly, 

further media attention is to be expected in this context. 

Due to the distance regulations, no more than about 15 people in total can be admitted to 

the conference room, but the media attention and visibility of the highly interesting 

sustainability conference in terms of content will not be generated by the physical presence 

of many people on site at this Corona-compliant event anyway, but by the comprehensive 

media technology recording of the entire conference with the lectures and interviews etc. by 

SmartHome TV and other media; trailers produced afterwards and a documentation of the 

Sustainability Conference will then be distributed via social media channels such as YouTube, 

LinkedIn - and TV - as well as the business networks of Global Fairs and many partners.  

A key point of our IFA project, both in the conference and exhibition area, is the launch of a 

new CO² reduction initiative by our long-term event partner SmartHome Initiative 

Deutschland e.V. - namely the Bürger-CO²-Projekt (Citizen CO² Project) - see: 

The Bürger-CO2-Projekt (Citizen CO2 Project) (German) 

If you are interested in the conference or a trade fair stand, please contact us without delay; 

Both the speaker slots and the exhibition stands are definitely limited in terms of time and 

space. 

The conference program 

Here is the preliminary program - it has just started and there will be changes and extensions: 

Programm Deutsch:  

https://www.global-

fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Nachhaltigkeit/2020_Programm_Deut

sch.pdf 

Program Englisch: 

https://www.global-

fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Nachhaltigkeit/2020_Programm_Englisch.pdf 

The costs for participating as a speaker at the conference are as follows: 

1. 15% surcharge on the total cost of a 12m² exhibition stand 

according to our registration form = gold sponsor 

2. 10% surcharge = silver sponsor 

3. 5% surcharge = bronze sponsor 

https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Nachhaltigkeit/klima.pdf
https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Nachhaltigkeit/2020_Programm_Deutsch.pdf
https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Nachhaltigkeit/2020_Programm_Deutsch.pdf
https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Nachhaltigkeit/2020_Programm_Deutsch.pdf
https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Nachhaltigkeit/2020_Programm_Englisch.pdf
https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Nachhaltigkeit/2020_Programm_Englisch.pdf
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Free speaking opportunities for companies with a small stand in the Reseller Park / 

SmartHome joint stand (in the entrance area Level 01 - opposite the escalators - for the IFA 

element "Business, Retail & Meeting). 

950.00 € for a speaker slot for speakers without a stand.  

The registration form is also our price list for the Corona-compatible and sustainable full-

service exhibition stands - due to the pandemic we have reduced the sqm prices by a flat rate 

of 100.00 € (already included in the form). 

Registration form Reseller Park 2020 

Please tell us your preferred placement. Organization, stand construction and catering are 

now Corona-compliant and in accordance with the hygiene and entry regulations of the 

health authorities and Messe Berlin; more information will follow. 

This year too we will carry out high-profile buyer and press advertising in the German, 

European and international channel media (including the official IFA daily newspaper "IFA 

International"). 

This way you can be sure that your IFA presence (in the run-up to the fair, during and after 

the fair) will be presented in the media to the broadest possible specialist audience by buyers 

when you come to our top location on the fairgrounds. In addition, the recordings of the 

conference speeches about us as the organizer, several participants and media partners are 

published in the best possible way via digital (social) campaigns and websites. 

Here are some examples of our press work from the past: 

Press article IFA 2017 

SMART HOME: 

Press releases Center SmartBuilding ISH 2019 

Here are our previous YouTube videos: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5whYyNMOQCIEdoJ4sie_BQ/videos 

In addition, we will address an online and print channel campaign through our well-known 

SuperReseller prospects to EU-wide retailers in order to draw attention to our project and its 

participants. Please prepare to provide free advertisement templates or small press releases, 

logo transmission, etc. 

We have learned from the past few months that digital information and communication 

cannot replace the personal conversations that create business relationships. 

https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Anmeldeformulare/IFA2020_booking_form.pdf
https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Presseartikel/2017_Pressespiegel_IFA.pdf
https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Presseartikel/Center_of_SmartBuilding_in_der_Fachpresse_ISH_2019.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5whYyNMOQCIEdoJ4sie_BQ/videos
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That is why trade fairs will always be important as a meeting point for buyers and sellers - 

and as a place to present new products, services and solutions. 

As the world's number one trade fair location, Germany is working hard to get international 

events going again. 

Recently published articles on the topic: 

Press review IFA 2020 

We look forward to your positive feedback - please take the most important first steps 

together with us to further expand your climate-friendly business in the remaining time in 

2020 - perhaps with new ideas and suggestions for sustainable and climate-friendly business 

and behavior! 

 

https://www.global-fairs.de/cms/upload/fileadmin/redaktion/Presseartikel/Pressespiegel_IFA2020.pdf

